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When beloved children’s author Eloise Greenfield died last week in her longtime hometown of Washington, D.C., at age 92, she left a catalog of books that ...
Eloise Greenfield, late children's book author, inspired generations of Black writers and readers
However, with the passage of time, his romantic poetry engulfed my soul and passion moved within me like a shifting sand. This verse of Faiz has constantly dwelt in my heart and I often rejoice ...
Why Ghalib and Faiz?
The exhibition, featuring the works of Poetry Jackson, runs from Aug. 1 to ... classically trained artists like Jackson often find it difficult to show their work. “She is phenomenally talented ...
Cuffee Library showcases works of Poetry Jackson in Chesapeake
The veteran secondary-school English teacher has built a formidable online brand promoting the poetry of her young students – often accompanied by captions highlighting their difficult ...
How literary ‘do-gooder’ Kate Clanchy lit the fuse on the ugliest cancellation in recent history
Prior to publication of this 1996 book, much had been written on Plato as a critic of literature, but no commentaries had appeared in English on the Ion, or the opening books of the Republic in which ...
Ion; Republic 376e–398b9; Republic 595–608b10
He was the maverick genius who conceived the Space Ritual and embodied Hawkwind’s progressive spirit in the 70s. But Robert Calvert played with fire for the sake of his art, as we discover in this ...
Robert Calvert: the genius who played with fire
When beloved children’s author Eloise Greenfield died last week in her longtime hometown of Washington, D.C., at age 92, she left a catalog of books that spanned five decades and fans who grew up ...
'Master poet, groundbreaking storyteller': Remembering a pioneer of Black literature
It is difficult to know exactly what’s going on now in ... I do not make such claims out of a nostalgia for the good old days when a poet could attack a plainspoken sincere poem, offer a fragmented ...
The People’s Poetry
Toyin Falola Many would agree that when the core principles and values inherent in humanism–rationality, reason, compassion, human dignity, fellow-feeling, freedom, love, and kindness–are in ...
DESCENT FROM HUMANISM: LITERATURE, MUSIC AND THE MEDIA
with nurses’ physical and mental health under attack from distress, anxiety and depression during the pandemic. “The poems explore the meaning of nursing, midwifery and compassion in order to ...
Pocket-sized poetry book will offer words of comfort to stressed nurses
‘Colonization in Reverse’ is a borrowed title from a Bennet’s Poem, in order to portray the ... It was the most difficult moment in the history of America. The fall out of that incident ...
Colonization in Reverse
And then the poem would kind of start from there," she recalled. Story continues "I felt almost a privilege, being able to spend time with these species and learn about them. So, yeah, it was really ...
Yukoner's poems about extinct species win national book award
Cobb calls writing “a new hat” to wear since she now has the free time On one hand, the coronavirus pandemic was difficult because ... to reinvest in practicing poetry. She posted snippets ...
Summit County authors use pandemic to get creative
But during this difficult time, people and organisations ... of the bush,' scenes of wide open spaces or performances of bush poetry. "With this lockdown, so much of Australia is affected, it ...
People of the bush send their love to all in lockdown
A four-prolonged Indian pace attack stood up to the English challenge ... The two were like poetry in motion -- combining handsome cover drives with unwavering defence -- and giving the English ...
Ashwin or Jadeja? Headingley awaits Indian pace quartet and spin option dilemma
Choreographers fight for royalties Laying claim to a dance isn't as straightforward as, say, a poet saying they have exclusive rights to a poem they ... had a heart attack in 1978.
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